Title word cross-reference

$$(4n - 9)/3$$ [YYN10]. 0 [ESAA18, Hu18]. 1 [ESAA18, Hu18, SCK15]. 2 [ABMOK10, ABMM$^+$12, SNMSA10, SG17, SCK15, WW05]. 3 [ABN$^+$06, CG12, EMSY12, EPR06, VPS14, WL06]. $g$ [YHL$^+$20, ZM21a]. $K$ [LC19, WLX21, BBFN10, FY20, FMD$^+$22, Khe16, ZWMR20]. $n$ [FY20, ZWMR20]. $P$ [IJT$^+$21, SWW21, WLX21, SO18]. $st$ [CT08]. $t$ [ERA07].


1 [RCSQ09].

2 [BM07, WQZZ20]. 2008 [DS09]. 25th [Sto10].

6D [SB22].

802.11 [MBB10, SCCrL06, SK14].
abortion [LG20]. academic [AKT21].
Accelerating [FFHK19, FA08, MUIN13, UIN14].
acceleration [OMKN17, TNT16].
accelerator [ESAA18, SEM14]. access [AWGW08, BB09a, CL06, EMERF15, MUIN13, YHY05]. accesses [ST11].
Accuracy [RCSQ09, Aba19, DSI11, GST07].
accurately [HSL10]. achieving [BWHR07].
acoustic [HBB+17]. across [Khe16, RGS06].
activation [DBD11, SK18a]. active [PB13].
actor [AGB10, DTY21]. actual [OCV15].
actuators [Vol17]. Ad [MB10, AAH08, BBFN10, Che07, DW05, DB08, HHA21, IS14, MBB10, NJ19, RGS06, SCCrL06, SK14, SS18, SKZ12, WCW11, YHY05, XM10].
adaptation [KN15, MRA+06, Suz05]. Adaptive [dSOK17, BH11, BMPV14, Cdf016, Ia12, MMK21, OGD11, WLLW12, WWLW18].
adresses [TLL21]. adic [SO18].
affect [CB10]. against [YM15, ZYM17]. agent [FCL+11, Jon16, JMA17, KX05, TP11].
agents [BBLG21, CL06, CCLT08, Kuz18].
Aggregation [ZSL22, OJ10, ZPW10]. aging [PGL16]. AGWMS [CCLT08]. AI [SSHM17]. Algorithm [TLL21, ADLI6, ADLI6b, AAAA16, BCJ06, BBFN10, BS17, CBBN11, CT08, CG12, DA09, DB08, EMSY12, EDN05, ERA07, GACD16, GKB11, GSSR17, HL16, HRF10, Hu18, IA11, JZZ11, KK18, KLMW10, Khe16, Kon18, KKK21, LL18, LLWZ20, LC19, LLW06, MBCB18, Mah11, Mic19, NPD12, SPBD05, SS18, SK18b, SR12, SPD21, SMOKO6, VS07, WWLW18, WJZK20, WLX21, XFC08, XCW13, XZL+20, YYN10, MJAT21]. Algorithmic [LR06, DP09, GG11, GWJ09, ZBHOHQ19]. algorithms [BGLB21, CSA14, DTY21, EFBAY18, EMERF15, Fer06, JZJ12, KG20, LS19, Lii10a, Lii10b, LCG18, LZ07, MS16, RCS19, SD07, YHT18, ZYLH09, Zha20]. alike [KF07]. all-optical [DBBC19].
alysing [BRW+15]. analysis [Ab15, ACY05, BMT19, BH17, BMPV14, CML10, CFS17, CsAdS15, EdM16, ERA07, GR07, HYJ16, Lz05, LzL20, SS18, SS18+17, SPK13, SD07, WJZK20]. analytic [OMKN17]. Analytical [GS11, LL08, GSSR17]. analytics [ACV19].
Analyzing [GSSR17]. ANN [BE21].
Announcement [Ano15a]. anomaly [CSAdS15]. ant [AP18, LL18, UIN14].
antennas [lz05]. anticipation [MJGA17]. anycast [JTZX05]. Apicalis [MBCR18].
Application [EdM16, Fat10, GG11, HSSS09, JWWZ16, Mon07]. Applications [Jon16, YR11, AZS17, AK18, CWT14, Kon18, LL08, LGZ+20, OGD11, PK07, SK15, SHSS09, SO18, Suz05, YW11, Yam22, Zha18, dMDBC09]. Applied [RH07, MB10].
applying [LL18]. approach [AIN13, AAK16, AOKK08, BGLB21, BH17, DEBF20, DWZ20, ECL+14, ER14, FHC21, GR07, HAC21, JS20, JWWZ13, KBAO19, KKKK18, LL18, LHIN09, MM15, NNRS15, PB13, PGL16, RSR15, SS13, SMOK06, SSS18, TAMM15, TP11, VBA12, WJH20, WS13, YS09, dAGG+19]. approaches [Che07, DNPT12]. Approaching [UX08]. appropriate [LC15]. approximate [Nak14a]. Approximation [LCG18, GACD16]. approximations [RCSQ09]. aquifer [CS16]. architect [Raw20]. architecture [ABN+06, ABF15, AGK+19, CTS+11, FBC+15, GB08, HLY11, JEH09, KK17, WBP16]. Architectures
area [BS17, DMN21, SSZC18, WQZZ20], arithmetic [BP09], arrangement [WM20], array [Gor06, FGFA17], art [TNT16, Gor06], artificial [BE21, DSI11, PGFA17], artifical [BE21, DSI11, PGFA17], array [IJT21, SY07], arrays [Gor06, FGFA17], art [TNT16, Gor06], ASIC [CFZ10], ASM [BPV18], ASM-based [BPV18], aspects [GSSR17, Nos18, Yu15], Assamese [SS13], assessing [CVFC19, DNPT12], assessment [Fat10], assignment [CSNB11, Li10b, TV20], assignments [Kim16], assist [SSZC18], assisted [CMM17, PGFA17], associative [SO17, TAO17], astroinformatic [KZS17], asymmetric [ZSY18, Sk22], attacks [HHA21, YMY15], attenuation [HB17], attractor [SSZC18], attractors [KKK18], attributes [ZYW20], attributive [KA12], augmented [ACL13, WB15], Australian [AP12], authentication [BMIM2], automaton [AS16, CSA14, DH20, KF07, Kuz18, Mar17], automation-based [CSA14], autonomic [Suz05], autonomous [AGB10, BS17], availabilities [LT15], availability [SS18], available [SCCrL06], average [SK14, CB10], avoid [CFZ10], aware [HR21, LK08, RGS06, RS21, SS12, TBMB18, TV20], awareness [AXM15], backbone [AKT21], bacterial [BGLB21], balancing [LGW13, XCW13], band [HBB17], bandit [KT17], bandwidth [JZZ11, LK08, SCCrL06], bandwidth-efficient [LK08], based [ADL16a, ADL16b, Aga11, AA21, AAAA16, AGM13, AXM15, BPS11, BE21, BBFN10, BPV18, BMM12, CL06, CWT14, CG12, CTS11, CSA14, CSAa15, DA09, DMN21, DSP20, DD11, EMSY12, EN16, EG18, FVCD05, FK17, GACdM16, GR07, GBMB19, Guo06, HB14, HY16, HAC21, HLZ12, IS14, JZX05, KMS10, KKK21, KZ17, Kuz18, LG21, LS13, LLZ20, LLW20, LW21, LMS16, LC19, LZZ20, MM15, MPSSH08, NGA13, NZCX21, PL19, RG10, SNMSA10, SHB17, SCJMS14, SCCrL06, Sha06, SK18b, SA19, Sk22, SWW21, TLO19, TZZ16, TSK21, TLL21, TV12, VAC1, WJ21, WCY15, WWLW18, WLL20, WZK20, WQQZ20, WS13, WM09, WM13, XM18, XFCH08, YXY15, ZLZ15, YHT18, YS09, YY11, YM15, YHY05, ZP21, ZKG17, ZSYG18, ZYW20, ZPW10, ZYM17, dSK17], basis [CG12], batch [DNPT12], Bayesian [HGBP19], BDIA [CCLT08], BE [NHBC10], beacon [Mi07], behavior [Mou07], behaviour [HHY13, JJSZ12, MJA17, SHB17, SK18b, ZBHOHQ19, dMDBB09], behavioural [VBZ21], behaviours [Dis09, NZCX21], benchmarks [Fat10], benefits [AA22], Bene [LZ10], Best [MW08, Xia08, TJKY10], better [JJZ12, LG20], between [EFF19, EHFMMO12, KHUC20], beyond [NA07], biased [GBMB19], big [Suz05, Wal08], biological [CLM17], Biologically-inspired [Suz05, Wal08], Biologically-inspired [Suz05, Wal08], biomedical
clustered [LLZ19, MPS10].  
[WL10, ZW08].  
 clustering [BT19, ZP10].  
clusters [LZ19, cl [DM12, 20].  
CMOS [WFK18].  
CMOS/memristor [WFK18].  
CNN [DD11, CNN-based [DD11].  
co [BB09a, YWGH13].  
co-design [BB09a].  
co-scheduling [YWGH13].  
coastal [CS16].  
code [AR14, Fer06].  
codes [BP09, EdM16].  
Coding [ZBHOQ19, SKP13].  
Coding-theorem [ZBHOQ19].  
coevolutionary [Wa09].  
coexistence [KK17].  
cognition [Luk18, Wa08].  
cognitive [KT17, Wa10].  
coherence [LYH19, ST11].  
CoHort [KK18, SK18b, KKKK18].  
collaboration [TAMM15].  
collective [HS10].  
Collision [NGA13].  
Collision-based [NGA13].  
conly [AP18, LL18, UIN14].  
coloring [LL18].  
coloured [ZSP22].  
combinatorial [Sto06].  
combined [LLW06].  
combining [SHSS09].  
comfort [WvTB17].  
Communication [Zha20, ABMM12, BKWA21, BB09b, CR13, DA09, EFBBMMA21, Fer06, HRF10, HSL10, HBB17, HKUC20, LG21, Li10a, MRA06, Nas10, QK20, SOKM05, WCC05, dMDBC09].  
Communication-efficient [Zha20].  
communications [VPS14, MMT15].  
communities [BF06].  
compared [Cor11].  
Comparison [MMK21, Aga11, EN16, PuP18, RW20, SEM14, YYD11, ZWMR20].  
comparison-based [EN16].  
compensators [GSSR17].  
Compiler [Mar09].  
complete [SZG120].  
complex [llal12].  
complexity [CVFC19, IP08, LFL19].  
Component [XZY20, FCL11, VBZ21].  
component-level [FCL11].  
components [BB09b, CLM17, KKKK18, PB13].  
composer [AIHA05].  
composition [GG11].  
Comprehensive [Aba15].  
compression [AAAA16, Sha06].  
compression-based [AAAA16].  
computation [Akl14, Ben07, Bul16, Bur21, LLCZ16, MUN13, NA06, NA07, Oga17, SK14, SBC05, SBC06].  
Computationally [WvTB17, SBC07, Ak12a, BMPV14, CEF12, Cor21, DCL17, MTF11, FNB11, SSS13].  
computations [BM07, Gu06].  
compute [IA11].  
Computer [Sha20, Höl20, JWW16, Naa20, Sch20].  
computers [HL16, Yan20, ZZ22, CDF17].  
Computing [DS09, IP08, LDB14, NA12, Saf18, ADOKM10, AAH08, AK18, Chi09, ECL14, FCL11, GB15, GWJ09, Hol20, Jon16, Khe16, Kon18, Li10c, LC15, LX08, MTW12, MSTMV20, MMS17, MSTSA10, NA07, NGA13, OA17, PL19, PK07, QK20, RH07, SJ17, Sch18, SHSS09, Sin17, SBC05, TV20, UA20, WAT20, XU06, YXC15, YS09, Zha18, Zha21].  
Concentric [WCW13].  
Concurrent [BC10, SCK15, YWGH13].  
Conditional [YYD11, CHJ14, YZ13, YHL20].  
conditions [GB19, SK18a].  
Conference [Xia08].  
configurable [BF06, JEH09].  
configuring [FCL11].  
conjugate [LR06, SEM14].  
connected [ABMM12, IA11, LS13].  
connectivities [DSM21].  
connectivity [DY09, GHMS12, HH13, LHL12, QTCM20, XZY20, ZM21a, ZM21b, ZM21c].  
consensus [LAA13, NoDOR20, ZS18].  
conservation [DA16].  
Conserving [DA16].  
Consistency [CZXC06, Gu06, HLY11, LT15, RGS06].  
consolidation [AP18].  
Constrained [KKKK18].  
constraint [CTS11, WJK20].  
constraints [Che07, FVCD05, SMOK06].  
construction [GKST10].  
consumption [GHMS12].  
contact [LG21].  
containers [NoDOR20].  
contents [Raw20].  
Context [MRA06, DA09, HR21].  
context-aware [HR21].  
contextual [JLT21].  
contiguous [ABMOK10].  
control [ACY05, BB09a, BP09, Bul20, Cl06, CCO19, EFBPMMA21, FBC15, JTZ20].
SB22, SCJM14, TJKY10, YHY05. controllability [DEBF20]. controllable [YHY05]. 
conundrum [Wal09]. Conventional [Sch17, NA07]. cooperation [PWL09, WCL14]. Cooperative [AAH08, CZXC06, CWT12, CWT14, WW17].
cyber-physical [Guo14, JWZL13, WCL14]. Cyclic [QTCM20, ZM21c].

Diagnosability [CQS20a, WM20, ZWMR20, FY20, RW20, YYD11, YHL+20, ZM21a].


different [KZWS19, LT15, RGS06, Vre17].

direction-based [LS13].

discharge [LVZM18]. disconnected [FHC21].
discovery [Hu18, MPSHH08].
dispersion [CSA14]. disruption [DKN10].
dissected [OJ10]. dissemination [LK08].
distance [MUN13]. distinguishing [EFBAY18].

Distributed [LGW13, QK20, SRTE09, WCW11, XCW13, AKE13, BD14, BTK19, Bu120, COZ08, DB08, DP09, DTY21, FNB11, GACdM16, GPZ08, Guo06, HAC21, HLZ+12, IS14, JZZ12, Kim16, KX05, LLZX20, LMS16, LC15, MDJ10, PB13, SN14, SCK15, SR12, SWW21, SMOK06, WBP16, WJZK20, WvTb07, Xu06, YSO9, ZP21, ZS18].
distribution [GSSR17, HWS08, RCSQ09, SWW21, ZBHOQ19]. distributions [CdO16].
distributive [Bur21]. disturbance [LIWZ20]. dividing [CML10].

Divisible [SMOK06]. domain [BB09b].
dominating [IA11]. DOT [LLCZ16].
double [KZS21]. DQcube [ZM21a].


dual-cubes [YZ13]. during [MSTMCVL20].
dynamic [AP18, CFQS12, Dis09, KKKK18, KKK21, LLZX20, SPBD05, TSK21, TLL21]. Dynamical [LVZM18, ACY05, Bu109].

dynamically [BF06]. dynamics [BMB+19, Car18, CCO19, KPK13, LFL19, MJGA17, SN14].

eager [RBU13]. eavesdroppers [ZYM17].
echo [Kon18]. Eddie [Ano17]. Eden [Wac19]. edge [BE21, HH13, TV20, ZM21b].

edge-connectivity [ZM21b]. edges [FY20, WM20, ZWMR20]. editor [Ano18e, Xia08].

Editorial [ATA07, ADOKM10, Ano05, Ano09, Ano13, Ano18d, DB21, Li10c, Sto10, Sto15, Ano14, Ano15b, Ano16].
editors [VS18a].

effect [ABMM+12, ACY05, SG17, Vre17, WB15].
effective [Car18]. Effects [FMD+22].

Efficacy [OT17]. efficiency [FMD+22].

Efficient [CEF+22, DBD11, DA16, RNMQ12, SA19, AKE13, ACV19, BCJ06, CR13, HRF10, HDK05, IS14, LJ08, MUN13, MBB10, Mic19, MJ21, SK15, SKP13, SCPB09, TBMB18, VS07, VBA12, WKKK15, XC12, YHWZ12, Zha20].

effort [TJKY10]. eigensolver [GPZ08].
elastic [RMK+19, SHB17]. election [SS18, Sk22].

Electric [MCYG13, JWZL13, MMS+17, Oga17].
electrical [MBCB18, SWW21, Vol17].


ELM [SSS18]. embedded [GHSR07]. emergence [MJGA17, ZBHOQ19]. Emergent [QK20, Zha18, KF07, KBZV21, ZP21].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20]. empirical [GK18].

emergence [MJGA17, ZBHOQ19].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20].

emerging [OA17, Wal09].

emotion [ZYW20].
LZS\(^+10\), LH10, MJAT21, NZCX21, SNMSA10, SP09, SHSS09, SS18, DS09]. **high-dimensional** [MJAT21].

**High-performance** [KR17, SNMSA10, SHSS09]. **high-rise** [NZCX21]. **Highly** [ZMX\(^+13\), DW05, SKZ12, Wal08]. Hilbert [HLP07]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12].

**Highly** [ZMX\(^+13\), DW05, SKZ12, Wal08]. Hilbert [HLP07]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12].

**Highly** [ZMX\(^+13\), DW05, SKZ12, Wal08]. Hilbert [HLP07]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12]. **Hilbert-order** [HLP07]. **History** [Yam20, CL06, MSTMCVL20, Sie20]. **HMM** [EMSY12].


**HPC** [ECL\(^+\)14, MSM\(^+\)12]. **HPRD** [LH10]. **Huge** [AKT21]. **Human** [LFL19, JWWZ16]. **Human-computer** [JWWZ16]. **Hybrid** [MOZH20, BWHR07, JWWZ16, LW07, LZQL21, SS13, SPBD05, WCL14, WFK18, XFCOH8, YWGH13].

**Hydro** [HBB\(^+\)17]. **Hydrological** [XZL\(^+\)20]. **Hyper** [RCSQ09, SB22]. **Hyper-chaotic** [SB22]. **Hyper-exponential** [RCSQ09]. **Hyperbolic** [Mar18]. **Hypercube** [HH13, YHL\(^+\)20]. **Hypercube-like** [HH13]. **Hypercubes** [LHL\(^+\)20, RW20, US16]. **Hypergraph** [MTW12]. **Hyperspectral** [WJZK20]. **Hypertorus** [ZSP22].

**Hypothesis** [NNRS15, HB14]. **HyTeG** [KTD\(^+\)19].

**I/O** [RBU13]. **IDA** [Mah11]. **Identical** [DNPT12]. **Identification** [MBCB18]. **Identifier** [MJAT21]. **Identifier/locator** [HYJ16]. **Identifying** [EDNO5, MM15, TLL21]. **Identity** [BMM12]. **Identity-based** [BMM12]. **IEEE** [AWGW08, MBB10, SCCRL06, SK14]. **IFR** [LL08]. **II** [GB08, SBC\(^+\)06]. **Image** [CMM17, DBD11, DSP20, DD11, Gor06, KF07, LYH\(^+\)20, LZQL21, WJZK20]. **Image-based** [DSP20]. **Images** [AIIA05, QWZZ20]. **IMA** [SK15]. **IMA** [SK15]. **Imbalance** [GSKD21]. **Immune** [MB\(^+\)19]. **Impact** [HBS08, KBAO19, YW11]. **Impacts** [MAG\(^+\)19]. **implementation** [CCL10]. **Implementation** [KK17, WJZK20, AIN13, AAAA16, ACV19, BCL09, CEF\(^+\)22, GG11, Mic19, SHM17, SO17]. **Implementations** [AA20, Nak14a]. **Implemented** [DH20, NGA13]. **Implementing** [Kar12, LAA13, YHT18]. **Implications** [NA12]. **Importance** [BJ19]. **Improve** [PWL09, RBU13, SS12, YWGH13].

**Improved** [KG20, LZQL21, KMS10, SR12, TLO19, WLX21, Yam21b]. **Improvement** [ATARY09, ABA19, IBC15]. **Improving** [CCO19, CWT14, DSI11, LZG\(^+\)20, HLY11].

**In-memory** [OMKN17]. **Incentive** [WCL14]. **Incentives** [KA12]. **Incident** [MJGA17]. **Incorporating** [NODORA20]. **Increasing** [LT15]. **Indexing** [Urr08]. **Indoor** [WVTB\(^+\)07, LS14, SK15]. **Indulgent** [Sk22]. **Industrial** [WLL20]. **Infection** [MB\(^+\)19]. **Infinite** [ZSP22].

**Influence** [TTS\(^+\)21]. **Information** [CVFC19, CSAAdS15, JW06, NA06, Nos18]. **Informed** [WM13]. **Infrastructure** [FK17]. **Inhibition** [SK18a]. **Initial** [GBMB19, SBC\(^+\)06]. **Initialisation** [WLX21]. **Input** [APA20, LLW06]. **Input-crosspoint-queued** [LLW06].

**Insertion** [IJT\(^+\)21]. **Insolation** [SS18]. **Inspired** [AKA\(^+\)20, SO19, SK18b, Suz05, Wal08]. **Instance** [MJAT21]. **Insulin** [SAN\(^+\)17]. **Insurgent** [Ila12]. **Integer** [SB22]. **Integral** [RNMQ12]. **Integrated** [BRW\(^+\)15, KX05, LHIN09]. **Integrating** [CFZ\(^+\)10]. **Integration** [CLM\(^+\)17, GB08, KMS10, LDB\(^+\)14]. **Integrative** [MAG\(^+\)19]. **Intel** [EdM16]. **Intelligence** [BBFN10, Che07, DW08, DB08, HHA21, IS14, MBB10, RGS06, SCCRL06, SK14, SS18, SKZ12, YHY05, NJ19, WCW11, XM10, MB10].
[BMT19, CEF+22, FNB11, Iha08, KN15, Luk18, Nak14a, Nak14b, NKC18, Pan18, RGS06, Wa08]. modern [SEM14]. modes [BKWA21]. Modified [VSPK18, BPS+11, ER14, GSSR17].


Monetary [KA12]. monitoring [GB08, HB14, XFCH08]. monotone [WW08]. Monte [HRR+14, WWLW18].

most [DV08, MM15]. motion [BPS+11, Kuz18, Vre17]. motorways [AP12, AAAS+13]. mould [AP12, AAAS+13, Jon16, MJGA17]. movement [DTY21, KZWS19, KHUC20].

movie [Mon07]. MSOC [RS21]. MRI [EMSY12]. Multi [APA20, AP18, DH20, JTZX05, SK18b, ADL16a, AWGW08, AKT21, BMPV14, CG12, CYG22, DW05, DB08, ERA07, GS11, GSSR17, Jon16, JMA17, KLMW10, KN15, KA12, LZS+10, MTW12, Mic19, ST11, SO19, SHSS09, SEM14, Ste21, TTS+21, TP11, WBP16, YHT18, YWC09].


Multi-Cohort [SK18b]. multi-core [BMPV14, Mic19, SEM14]. multi-cores [KN15]. multi-dimensional [KN15].


Multi-objective [AP18, MTW12]. multi-paradigmatic [SHSS09]. multi-path [DW05, YWC09]. multi-processor [ERA07]. multi-rate [AWGW08].


Multicast [RGS06, HRF10, JTZX05, MDJ10, TSK21, YHWZ12]. multicore [SOKM05]. multicomputer [ABMOK10, ABMM+12].

multidimensional [Urr08]. multigrid [KTD+19]. multihop [Li10a]. multilayer [EFF+19, MOZH20]. Multimedia [BDT07, Dje07, GR07, HMW+20].

multiphysics [BSG+16]. multiple [BBFN10, GSSR17, IA11, Li10a, PSVK20, YW11, ZCT07]. multiple-choice [PSVK20].


nearest [Khe16]. negative [WJZK20]. neighborhood [Sin17]. neighbour [YHL+20]. neighbours [Khe16]. net [GR07, KZS21, Pan18, VBZV21, ZP21, ZG22].

net-based [GR07]. net-tools [VBZV21]. nets [SOL21, ZSP22, ZYW20]. network [AKE13, AKT21, BE21, CTS+11, DSP20, DKN10, ER14, EPR06, HL16, XJ05, KKK21, KK17, LZS+10, MOZH20, PL19, Sha06, SR13, SO17, SS12, SWW21, SuZ05, TJKY10, TAMM15, WL06, WCW11, XM18, YHT18, ZM21c, Li10c, MMT+15].

network-on-chip [TJKY10]. networked [ADOKM10, EFBPMMOA12, Pri17b]. Networking [FNRV15, SA19, Yu15].

Networks [Ano06, AIN13, AGB10, AOKK08, ABS21, AK18, BB09a, BBFN10, BJ19, Bu09, Bu16, Car18, CFQS12, CSNB11, Che06, Che07, CWS11, CR13, CH14, CYG22, CQS20a,
organised \cite{AGK+19, GBMB19}, organised \cite{KKK21}, organising \cite{KHUC20}, organization \cite{HDK05}, organizing \cite{ZCT07}. Oriented \cite{DS09, CCLT08, ECL+14, LLW06, XFCH08, GST07}. oscillator \cite{MJGA17}, OSDDA \cite{ADL16b}. Out-of-core \cite{CIM+09}. overhead \cite{HSL10, ST11}.

P \cite{NZCX21, LLCC16, SSS18}. P-DOT \cite{LLCZ16}. P-ELM \cite{SSS18}. p2p \cite{MD13, LW07, LZS+10, Tra11}.
Pachycondyla \cite{MBCB18}. packet \cite{IBCC15, SYLS07}. packets \cite{MJGA17}.

paradigm \cite{YHY05}, paradigmatic \cite{SHSS09}.
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